Fred Wittig
A little background about Fred Wittig:

Born in Green Bay,WI
1 year at UW Madison – 2 years at MSOE, engineering 35 years in the manufacturing industry
related to machining and manufacturing. Machinist, Supervisor, Mfg Engineer, Chief Engineer,
National Sales Manager at a number of companies. Applications Engineer Independent
Representative for special machine builders.
Taught Math at Tech school part time and an in house training program for exceptional employees.
Speciality in high volume machining concepts, problem solving and innovative processes.
Other ventures: Solar Energy, Septic Design and inspection, Festival Characters, Energy
conservation.
My path to natural health research:
2001 I purchased a health food store to be more involved in the community and impact my 6
successful children and grandchildren.
2006 my wife, Dawn, found a lump… breast cancer. I turned my engineering problem solving skills
combined with the many contacts we had with the store suppliers, our radio health show, extensive
health library, and web to find answers. When my boss, Klaus Werner, founder of ATS, passed away
with cancer I knew I had to keep working on this.
It didn’t take long to see what they were doing made no scientific or common sense. I also could see
that the drug system was powerful and controlled everyone related to the cancer industry and was
unbelievably heartless.
Then a major breakthrough happened with the discovery of Dr. Simoncini and other humanitarian
MD’s, especially Dr. Tel-Oren. Juggling a number of small business ventures, researching cancer was
only part time but never stopped. Over the last few years I let go of other activities and focused

more intensely on the cancer project that led to a unique approach that was so simple but not
written about. It is interesting that this approach or system can be applied successfully to other
health issues like MS, Diabetes, and most so called incurables. It seems like a wide open field to
solving so many health issues including the most important…… prevention.
Another recent breakthrough blessing was finding an amazing new team of helpers/partners who
came with degrees, experience and a passion for wellness.(just ckeck out the link to the Healthy Way
Store, and read about our incredible staff)
Many people have done this program and none that I am aware of were lost. Many were shown the
program, refused and lost. Now is the time to find a way to communicate the program as we
continue refining the protocol plus ongoing research for other issues. Consider joining us.

